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Abstract
Cognitive abilities are studied in AI by observing real systems and developing entities called
Agents that should interact with their virtual environments in an intelligent way to produce a
multi-agent system. To model agents in land use simulations, modellers generally use BDI Ar-
chitecture to endow easily agent with a behaviour corresponding to their observation. However,
the spatial dimension led by cognitive representation and reasoning on the environment of agent
are not explicitly captured in this architecture. In an attempt to mimic spatial attributes, several
agent-based simulation platforms try to integrate some GIS functionalities. Our assumption is that
the formalization and integration of this environment in the core component of agent can also be a
good way to improve the efficiency of model. Spatial intelligence is a part of multiple intelligence
of actors as human and allow them to keep their space in mind. From this fact, it is necessary
to integrate the spatial reasoning abilities from agent architecture. This paper demonstrates how
to formalise and integrate the spatial knowledge and reasoning in BDI architecture using Region
Connection Calculus theory and predicates. The architecture obtained allows to maintain a map-
ping between the mental of agent and the real environment observed.
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I INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, Agent-Based Modelling(ABM) is increasingly used for explaining and understand-
ing complex systems in several domains: social, ecological, environmental, robotic, etc. ABM
represents an interesting alternative approach for representing and simulating real-world or vir-
tual systems which could decomposed in many entities for individual interactions in a Multi-
Agent System(MAS) [1]. The design of each agent follows an appropriate architecture (Re-
active, Deliberative or Hybrid). Particularly in land use modelling and simulations, BDI Ar-
chitecture is generally used by modellers to endow agent with the actor behaviour that corre-
sponding to their observation. One reason is that some simulation platforms propose the facility
as BDI-template for modelling. Moreover, integration of spatial aspect (coming from GIS) in
agent-based simulation platforms improves the quality and validity of models and increases the
number of research works and non-computer scientist in land use modelling activities using
ABM [2].
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Land use represents the manner that biophysical attributes of our environment are manipulated
and their changing process. It represents a process in which the actors (human beings especially)
employ the resources of land (e.g. Forests, Agricultural Land, Mountains, Water, etc.). Human
being represents one of main actors that causes the land use-cover changes and the disappearing
of some biophysical entities at the land surface in which an abnormal discrepancy is observed
on the using of resources [3].

If architecture is considered as a functional brain of agent in decision making and reasoning
to solve complex problems and achieving goals, then it’s the main skeleton of intelligent bases
(cognitive, social, emotional, spatial, etc.). Thus, several BDI extensions have been proposed
in the literature to resolve complex problems such as evacuation case [4], dynamic of land use
[5], complex behaviour management [6], cropping plan decision-making [7]. However, the spa-
tial dimension leads by cognitive representation and reasoning are not explicitly captured and
described in this architecture. In an attempt to mimic spatial attributes, several agent-based
simulation platforms try to integrate some GIS functionalities to facilitate the representation of
spatial explicit environment using shape files. From this fact, our assumption is that the formal-
ization and integration of this environment in the core component of agent can also be a good
way to improve the validity of model constructed. It’s not enough to integrate the geographic
shape files in the simulator and give them certain capabilities. But it is also necessary to pro-
vide through an ability to reason from spatial representation of spatially explicit environment in
order to improve the agent decision-making from Spatial Knowledge (SK).

The objective of this work is to describe an extension of BDI called SBDI (Spatial-Belief-
Desire-Intention) architecture, based on Region Connection Calculus theory and logic predi-
cates. Thus, we focus on SK representation and reasoning.

Paper contribution: the major contribution of this paper is the proposal of an architectural
framework that drives the design of cognitive agent endowed of spatial reasoning: At first,
RCC theory allows to represent SK of the agent environment, and then we investigate several
approaches of representations focusing on topological relationships. Then, we are therefore
especially interested by the representation of knowledge using spatial predicates, the designing
of Spatial BDI followed by his loop process.

Manuscript organization: This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview
of agent design driven by architecture, the agent and spatial data models coupling challenge for
land use modelling followed by RCC theory where some formal derivatives are given. Different
conceptualizations of mental system/map for spatial reasoning are presented in section 3. Sec-
tion 4 presents the SBDI architecture with different components followed by his loop process,
while section 5 is devoted to the conclusion.

II LAND USE MODELLING WITH AGENT-BASED AND SPATIAL APPROACHES

. In this section, we present some fundamental concepts dedicated to agent design driven by
deliberative architecture as BDI, to the spatial process and data models. Then, the challenge of
agent-based model and spatial data model coupling for land use modelling is presented. The
complete presentation of this coupling can found in [8, 9].

2.1 Agent design, spatial process and data models coupling

Agent is just a self-contained problem solving entity implemented in software, hardware or a
mixture of the two that should include the following properties: Autonomous, social ability,
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reactivity and pro-activeness [1]. It can be represented as function named Ag: Env→ Ac, where
Env is the set of three elements (E, e0 , τ ): where E is a set of environment states, e0 the initial
state, τ a state transformer function and Ac a set of possible actions that agents can performed
(Ac = a0 , a1 , a0, ... ). The design of agent is driven by an architecture decided by modellers
such as software in computer engineering. BDI is an example of deliberative architecture be-
cause it is very useful, natural, simple to understand and his components match easily to the
behaviour of modelled actor. It is good for land use modelling where the modeller should make
the knowledge representation and actors reasoning. Several works are based on this architec-
ture where some extension have been proposed for modelling ([5–7, 10, 11]). It consists of
three logic components referred as mental states namely Beliefs (the internal spatial thought
that agent has about his world), Desires (the set of what agent wants to do) and Intentions(one
among several options). At each time t, these databases lead it to select the best choice of ac-
tion to perform according to a plan. [12] presents some derivatives as EBDI (Emotional Belief-
Desire-Intention) that expresses a precise specification of the Emotional State Manager, BEN
(Behavior with Emotions and Norms) embeds a cognitive, effective and social dimensions [4],
while BOID (Belief-Desire-Obligation-Intention) that provides a social ability in their environ-
ment. But none of those derivatives are interested in the integration of environment knowledge
in the core component of agent nevertheless it is an important aspect for the live of agent.

In spatial process modelling, we distinguish some approaches that allows to represent dynam-
ics in process-based models. Two theoretical views of spatial processes are borrowed from
the Eulerian and Lagrangian views of fluid dynamics: The Eulerian view describes the pro-
cesses that influences properties (e.g. temperature) at fixed locations, and thus is a description
of change. The Lagrangian perspective, on the other hand, tracks the changing location of par-
ticles through space and, therefore, is a description of movement. Thus, many processes in the
real world could reasonably described as either Eulerian or Lagrangian (e.g. a cold air mass
moves described as Lagrangian motion) over a location it causes the temperature at that loca-
tion to drop, affecting an Eulerian change [9]. However, the relationships affecting process-data
coupling can defined by: identity association, thecausal, temporal linkage, and topological. We
are interested in topological relationships between features. But, we focus on the possibility
of description of those spatial relationships during the definition of an agent in order to pile up
a set of SK in the mental of agent for reasoning and good decision-making (As illustrated in
Figure 1.a,b, our simple question is that how does agent can keep his environment in mind).

Figure 1: An illustration of predator-prey situation in spatially explicit environment(SEE)
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2.2 RCC theory for spatial knowledge representation and reasoning: an overview

RCC theory allows to formalize the topological relationships between Regions (an extended
portion of space). Then, it abstractly and qualitatively describes regions (in a Euclidean or
topological space) by the possible relations between them [13]. It is analogous to the thirteen
relations of Allen’s Interval Calculus to describe the temporal representation (where the tempo-
ral interval is taken as primitive).

The Environment in spatially explicit simulation platforms can be described by two concepts:
Space (σ) is used to model the world in which agents are moving. σ can often split in several
regions (sub-space named ρi). ρi can be a road, country, city, farm, forest, building, hamlet, etc.
In SEE, those regions are overlapped with them exactly as in GIS tools. Thus, σ forms a world
where agents are deployed for simulation. In this work, the notion of connection is a relation
between regions (shapes or sub-shapes depending to the modeller) in SEE. Thus, two regions
(ρ1 and ρ2) are to be regarded as connected so long as they are not separated because they have
one or many contact points. According to [14], the relation between two spatial objects O1, O2

(point, line or polygon) is defined by comparing boundary and interior of O1 with corresponding
and opposite parts of O2.

Definition 1:
Region Connection Calculus. Given a set of regions σ = {ρ1, ρ2} that forms an SEE, the
theory is governed by two axioms:

• ∀ ρi ∈ σ, ρi is connected with itself
• ∀ ρ1, ρ2, if ρ1 is connected with ρ2, then ρ2 is connected with ρ1

Definition 2:
Region. In the scope of this work, the concept of region noted ρi used in this paper is general
and represents any geographic object like point, line, polygon.

We note that in the scope of this paper, region is a layer or an entity design in GIS tools and
used in SEE. So, a line (road, river, etc.) is considered as a type of region.

RCC8 is a variant of RCC that consists of eight basic possible relations between two regions
and is intended for reasoning about their spatial configurations (a formal qualitative reasoning)
as P (part of ), C(Connect), DC(Disconnect), O(Overlap), PO(Partial Overlap) EC(Externally
Connected), TPP(Tangential Proper Part of ) [15]:

• C(x, y) ≡ ∀z, C(z, x)→ C(z, y), for all z if z is connected to x and y then C(x,y)
• DC(x, y) ≡ ¬C(x, y), X and Y are not connected
• P(x, y) ≡ ∀z C(z, x)→ C(z, y), x is a part of y
• O(x, y) ≡ ∃z, P(z, x) ∧ P(z, y), x overlaps y
• PO(z, x) ≡ X overlaps Y but neither is part of the other.

If we consider the Figure 2 in a real modelling situation, protected_area1 and protected_area2
are connected through a main road. Each protected area is located in one government property
(district1 or district2) : Taking that example, the question asked is that what can we infer
relation of the second district (district2) to the main road using that theory. Then, some spatial
configurations can formalized using RCC8 as the following constraint network:
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Figure 2: Representation of two protected areas in two different districts linked by a main road

protected_area1 DC protected_area2
protected_area1 {TPP, NTPP} district1
protected_area1 {DC, EC} district2
protected_area1 EC main_road
protected_area2 { DC, EC } district1
protected_area2 NTPP district2
protected_area2 EC main_road
district1 { DC, EC } district2
main_road { DC, EC, TPP, TPPi, PO, EQ, NTPP, NTPP^-1 } district1
main_road { DC, EC, TPP, TPPi, PO, EQ, NTPP, NTPP^-1 } district2

The topological relations between regions can be defined by mathematical representation as
follows(see [14] for more details):

• Each region is characterized by its interior and boundary.
• The description of the topological relationship between two regions is a 2×2 matrix (M)

that represents the 4-intersections. M indicates intersection between the interior (called
int) and boundary (called bdy) of one with both the interior and boundary of other or
indicates an emptiness.
Let ρ1, ρ2 ∈ σ, the intersections between region ρ1 and ρ2 is represented as follows:

M(ρ1, ρ2) =

[
Ibdy−bdy(ρ1, ρ2) Ibdy−int(ρ1, ρ2)
Iint−bdy(ρ1, ρ2) Iint−int(ρ1, ρ2)

]
where I is intersection and σ the world(set of shapes)

In this matrix these variables can take 0 or 1 depending on the intersection (empty or not). Thus,
we count eight possible matrix that correspond to the RCC8 relations.

Table 1: 4-intersection formalism with RCC8

RCC8 DC EC PO EQ TPP NTPP TPP−1 NTPP−1

M
[
0 0
0 0

] [
1 0
0 0

] [
1 1
1 1

] [
1 0
0 1

] [
1 1
0 1

] [
0 1
0 1

] [
1 0
1 1

] [
0 0
1 1

]
In the same way, the general 3×3-matrix in 9-Intersections for topological relationships be-
tween two regions noted ρ1 and ρ2 is represented as follows (in this case, the exterior of the
region is taken into account) :

M(ρ1, ρ2) =

∂ρ1⋂ ∂ρ2 ∂ρ1
⋂

ρ◦2 ∂ρ1
⋂
ρ−2

ρ◦1
⋂

∂ρ2 ρ◦1
⋂

ρ◦2 ρ◦1
⋂
ρ−2

ρ−1
⋂

∂ρ2 ρ−1
⋂

ρ◦2 ρ−1
⋂
ρ−2


Where: the interior of a region noted ρi is the union of all open sets in ρi and denoted by ρi

◦,
the exterior of ρi is the set of all points available in ρ2i and denoted by ρi

−. boundary of ρi is
the intersection of her closure and closure of her exterior of ρi and denoted ∂ρi.
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The previous configurations will allow to propose a conceptualisation of the mental map and
SK in the core component of agent using the logic predicates.

III CONCEPTUALISATION OF AGENT SPATIAL MENTAL MAP

This section presents a formal representation of spatial mental map as a graph and then the
spatial knowledge is also conceptualised using the logic predicates.

3.1 Representation of mental map with a topological knowledge graph

In the real life, Actor/Human observes his environment, saves an important set of spatial infor-
mation, analyses and reasons with them in his mind system in order to make the good decisions.
One way to conceptualise that mind is to use a knowledge graph where nodes are represented by
Regions (different layers used) and edges by topological relationships between nodes. A node
can be an entity using the following concepts: point, line or/and polygon. The edge joining
two nodes is characterized by a Matrix label (<M>, 2×2 or 3×3-Matrix). Conceptually, given
a set of nodes N, and a set of labels for edges E (<M>), a knowledge graph is a subset of the
cross product N × E × N. To design a Topological Knowledge Graph (TKG), we propose a
meta-Graph (Figure 3) :

Figure 3: Meta-Graph for building of TKG

As illustration of construction, we consider the figure 1 where we suppose that the space (σ)
contains a river (R) and a forest(F) layers came from shape files. We see for example that R
is in a part of F (Figure 4a, Partial Overlap). So, we can deduce an instance of TKG with PO
relation in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Illustration of SEE(a) and instance of TKG deduced (b)
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3.2 Conceptualisation of a particular predicate for spatial mental map

Previously, we have represented the topological relationships using a qualitative approach led
by RCC theory. Agent can use these Matrix to get the spatial information on his environment
in order to perform a plan after the deliberation process. From this fact, we define a Spatial
Predicate (SP) as : P i (r,w)(F(rj , wk))
Where,

• P is a name that identifies the predicate,
• i represents agent getting the spatial information,
• rj and wk represent the geographical entity (Regions) concerned by computation,
• F is a function (e.g. DC, EQ, PO, TPP, NTPP etc.) that returns several values (4 in RCC8

or 9 if the 9-Intersection approach is used) stored in predicate P.
SP mays change depending on the simulation context. In a scenario, we can have one instance of
road, river, forest, protected area or another spatial entity. Consequently, the general predicate
becomes P i(r,w)(F(r, w)) in the case that we only have one instance for each entity (e.g. a road,
railway or river comes from GIS file). For illustration (Figure 4a), if we want to represent the
fact that an agent called toto knows that a river(R) crosses village (V), sp_riverExistsInVillage
represents the associated predicate: sp_riverExistsInVillagetoto(R, V)(PO(R, V)).

In this expression, agent knows that R is partially overlap to V . An important information for
agent (For illustration, if toto is a hunter, then he knows that it is possible to catch a prey as
blue-duiker (small antelope) in this village along the river)

3.3 Conceptualisation of spatial knowledge and mental map as variables

We suppose that each agent has a Spatial Mental Map (SMM) that represents its thoughts on
the world and contains several SK. In the previous section we have given an idea on the repre-
sentation of spatial agent mental map followed by a presentation of information using a spatial
predicate that can be used in deliberation process. Another way to conceptualize the mental
system of agent is to use either a particular database or a data structure of SP in memory. The
mental state of BDI agent is driven by belief, desire and intention databases. Moreover, a SK
Base can store SK that should directly help in the agent decision-making process. Conceptually,
a SK is defined as follows:

SKi = (Pr, Val, Po, LT) where:
• SKi : the name of spatial knowledge getting by agent i,
• Pr : the name or identifier of a predicate,
• Val : the value of Pr,
• Po : the importance of knowledge for agent (between 0 and 1),
• LT a Life Time value that indicates how long this knowledge can stay in the agent memory

(Defined by modeller like Po).
From this predicate, we propose another formal representation of Spatial Mental Map (SMM).
An idea is that we see that map as a set of spatial predicates. So, we called Sm a SMM of
agent called α at a time t. Thus, the agent can simply update her local configuration with the
following value:
Sm(α,t) =

∑n−1
0 SKi = SK0, SK1, SK2, SK3, SK4, ... SKn−1
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IV SBDI ARCHITECTURE AND DELIBERATION PROCESS

. This section presents the databases of spatial BDI architecture and describes the conceptuali-
sation of deliberation process.

4.1 Main databases

This architecture proposes five databases that participated to the deliberation process. Thus,
each of databases communicate together to compute an action that agent can perform at a mo-
ment during the simulation process.

Figure 5: SBDI Architecture (Adapted from BDI scheme proposed in [7])

The four main databases of SBDI (Figure 5) are presented as follows:
• Beliefs represents the knowledge that agent has about the environment and his own in-

ternal state. For example, all geographic layers that constituted his world or particular
information (e.g., trap(false, position :: (14.46, 3.06)), hamlet(position :: (14.03, 3.10))).
The perm perception allows to update and enriches this database all the time.

• SKB (Spatial Knowledge Base) is deduced from Belief database to store the SK about
environment. SP can be evaluated and stored in this sub-databases. For implementation,
the data structure can be used to manipulate SP such as defined in section 3.2.

• Desires is the set of what an agent would like to accomplish during the simulation process.
For example, SBDI agent wants to catch a prey.

• Intentions represents what agent has chosen to do at a moment. So, agent determines his
intentions basing on beliefs, SKB and desires database. The intention selected from the
current desire easily determines a strategy to perform.

• Strategies: A selected plan constituted by a list of actions is performed by agent.
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4.2 Reasoning process

The deliberation process is conducted by a cyclic three phases as in traditional BDI with spa-
tial reasoning included. The practical reasoning involves several important processes. It de-
cides what state of affairs agent want to accomplish, deliberate, and decide how agent want can
achieve ([1, 12]). We assume that SEE is constitutes of the set of shape files called S. SKB that
contains all SK deduced from S. SK are associated to the Attribute Knowledge(AK) that indi-
cates some meta-data on environment (ENV). Thus, Knowledge Base or beliefs are constituted
by AK and SK: (S ⇝ SK and KB = AK ∪ SK).

• Belief functions: the perception functions ( -Per) generates the belief.
– Agent perceives environment with : BE-Per: ENV→BEp,

where BEp denotes the potential belief elements and ENV the environment.
– SK is generated with : SKPred : ENV→ SK,

where SKPred denotes the predicate used to create SK. BE-Per becomes :
BE-Per : (AK∪SK)→ BEp or BE-Per : (KB)→ BEp

– The SK update function can be defined such as: updatesk : (BEp ∪ BEm)→ SK
– However agent can get a belief trough another agent (e.g. broadcast messages(Msg)),

Thus the contain of message can generate the new belief :
BE-Msg : CoM→ BEm where CoM denotes the content of messages.

– Agent can get the set of belief elements from Environment and communication mes-
sages. Thus, both are takes in consideration to generate the BE though BEin func-
tion:
BE-in : (BEp ∪ BEm)→ BE or BE-in : (KB ∪ CoM)→ BE

• Option generate function : As in traditional BDI model, the option generates function
(ops) produces the desires (DE) based on belief and intentions if it exists. The ops func-
tion is defined as: ops : (BE × IN)→ DE

• Filter Function (Filter Plans in figure 5) : This function adds, combines, or uses SK
to find the best plan(s) or option(s). The filter function (filter) that produces an intention
(IN) is defined as : filter : (SK × BE × DE × IN)→ IN

• Plan function: The previous functions completes the deliberation process and generates
the best option(s) linked to intention(s), with some actions according to the states of mind.
The function plan is represented :

– plan: IN × RU→ AC,
where RU is the set of possible rules of agent’s reasoning engine, and AC denotes a
plan (sequence of actions) :
AC = (a1, ... , an) where ai is a single action.

• At the end, an execution function is used to execute the sequence of actions (AC) pro-
duced by plan function. It is represented as follows: execute: AC→ ENV

The following pseudo-code based description (adapted from the one proposed in [16]) presents
its processing loop:

Algorithm: SBDI-Processing-Loop
1: BE← BE0; ▷ Initialises a base of Beliefs
2: SK← SK0; ▷ Initialises the base of spatial knowledge
3: DE← DE0; ▷ initialises the base of desires
4: IN← IN0; ▷ initialises the base of Intentions
5: PL← PL0; ▷ initialises the base of plans
6: Begin
7: while true do
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8: BE-per← BEp(ENV); ▷ updates BE from potential percepts
9: BE-m← BE-Msg(CO); ▷ updates BE with messages if it exits

10: BE← BE-in(BE ∪ BEp ∪ BEm, IN); ▷ updates beliefs base from others sources
11: SK← updatesk(SK ∪ BE); ▷ updates spatial knowledge base
12: DE← ops(BE, IN);
13: IN← filter(IN, SK, BE, DE); ▷ Computes the most recent intentions to perform
14: PL← IN; ▷ updates the base of plans
15: AC← plan(IN, RU); ▷ computes the new plan according to intention and rulers
16: if (IsNotOver(time)) then
17: while (!empty(AC)) do ▷ the list of action is not empty
18: a← head(AC); ▷ the first action is extract in order to be executed
19: execute(a); ▷ the execution can use an item of BE as input
20: elseif
21: break;
22: endif
23: endwhile
24: End.
SBDI processing loop above is described as follows:

• After initialisation (line 8), when the sensor detects a new stimulus from the environment,
it generates new perceptions (BE-per) which are stored immediately in Belief database.
Beliefs came from content (CoM) of message passing are also added in BE-m (line 9).
In line 10, the belief base is revised with pre-existing current beliefs and all available
knowledge (BE, BEp, BEm) associated to the current intention (IN). The spatial knowl-
edge base is revised according to pre-existing current SK and another spatial information
of ENV (line 11). Thus, the deliberation process starts by analysing its desires, its current
intentions and generated the options (ops function) items as in following points.

• Desires base is revised with the previous belief (BE) computed and the current intention
(line 12). Intentions base is revised according to the current intention (IN), the set of
spatial knowledge, belief and previous desires computed (line 13). From Options, under
the influence of spatial knowledge stored in SK and intentions, agent is committed to the
selected plan which presents its new intentions (line 14 and 15). Thus, the deliberation
process is over. In the second while loop agent performs the sequence of actions available
in AC (line 18 and 19) until that this one becomes empty.

V CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an approach defining spatial ability agent driven by architecture
in which spatial reasoning is embed. We have formalized the spatial knowledge representation
with predicates basing on RCC theory and include spatial reasoning in the SBDI processing
loop. The main advantage of this architecture is that it offers the possibility to manipulate
knowledge of the world observed into agent and allows him to deduce another knowledge for
good decision-making. This contribution participates to the formal and effective agent-based
modelling for land use changes analysis domain. A direct perspective of this work could be
to provide an implementation of this architecture in a simulation platform such as GAMA or
Netlogo. Practically, an idea would be to design and implement a simple-to-use template and
integrate to a spatially explicit agent-based platform for land use modelling activities.
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